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Process System Modeling for RSoC Damien Picard, Bernard Pottier and Ciprian Teodorov Architectures and Systems, Lab-STICC, CNRS Universit´e de Bretagne Occidentale, France pr´[email protected]



Abstract—On SoC heterogeneous platforms, process systems appear as assemblies of communicating software and hardware difficult to manage. This paper proposes a top-down structured solution to define programs as network of communicating processes bound to executable code. This level of specification solves practical problems of code heterogeneity, and, perhaps more important, it provides a guide to implement application control using distributed algorithms methodologies. Applicability examples are given based on the synchronous communication model, targeting the MORPHEUS platform, synthesis on embedded FPGAs, sensor networks, synthesis to Occam code in view of simulation.



I. I NTRODUCTION With the advances in circuit integration and communications, parallelism and concurrency are becoming the major concern in system design. At least two fields demonstrate clearly the strength of the evolutions in available hardware and related programming issues: • parallelism on chip, with multi-cores becoming the rule in general purpose computing, large FPGAs carrying processor cores and integration facilities, System-on-chip (SoC) that also have several cooperating processors or integrated functions. • parallelism out of the chip, with applications of intelligent sensor networks, or large scale, grid organization of computers The next generation of computing devices could even push the level of concurrency far beyond the current architectures due to nano-fabrics that are promising in terms of fabrication cost, power consumption, massive parallelism. If the arrival of parallelism has been predicted since a long time, it is unfortunate that current breakthroughs reveal an urgent need in concepts and tools for application contexts [18]. We have been concerned by these questions for several reasons, trying to tackle problems as they were appearing. Among the points that can be outlined, there are these ones: • distributed systems are of random topology. It is often the case with sensor networks because they are spread or installed at random. This hypothesis can also be considered for SoC or future nano-technology platforms due to the high degree of defects. Massive parallel devices having defects will need the support of distributed algorithms to implement routing, or fault tolerance, as examples. • random topologies are hard to describe, at the opposite of regular structures such as ring, balanced trees, mesh
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connected arrays. They require the complete definition of processes and connections, prone to errors. This definition cannot be avoided if a particular algorithm must be checked by simulation. Not only the physical network topology must be defined, but also the application topology, at the software process level (even in the case of reconfigurable platforms). Anyone who want to check a distributed computation on a set of computers prefers the abstraction of communications provided by message passing libraries to explicit inter node communications.



A. A glance on sensor networks To illustrate the situation, let us consider the problem of defining and checking routing algorithms on a network of sensors spread randomly, with wireless communications. A first approach in modeling to simulation is as follows[4]: 1) spread sensors on a surface at random 2) compute connectivity from distances in sensor pairs 3) develop a graph representing the network 4) synthesize a computer program from the graph 5) develop procedures representing sensor behaviors for this program 6) compile and test In this particular case, the algorithmic problem was to dynamically discover spanning tree from each of the sensors, and to test dynamic routing algorithm correction from an Occam program where each of the nodes is represented as a process or set of processes. Considering the amount of resources available on present and future hardware platforms there is no doubt that hazards such that device failures, or placing over a yet crowded surface would bring problems similar to the sensor one. B. Binding program to parallel architectures Programs are graphs of processes, possibly hierarchically organized, Machines, or computer organizations can be described by similar organizations. When the size of the program increases, it becomes rapidly difficult to manage hardware and software computing resources. The difficulty can even increase in the case of heterogeneous computing, as found in computing grids, and large SoC of FPGAs, and when the communication topology does not allow a direct full connectivity between nodes. A known method to address these situations come from the field of parallel computers, with for us the reference
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of transputers networks and their message passing operating systems. For these networks, two description formats where configured: 1) the network topology, naming nodes, and defining connections. This first format could be used to program hardware resources such as switch or routers, to obtain the given topology, or could be a simple transcription of the computer reality. 2) the distributed program defines the binding of software to hardware, placing processes on nodes. Processes could be services such as message management, remote i/o access, routers, or application processes. In the case of incompletely connected networks the system software needed to compute a boot schema to take the control of the network. Thus, the role of network of processes, and hardware nodes, is critical for resource management on large architectures. C. Distributed algorithm design With the increase in problems size, distributed algorithms will appear as a key point for sanity of computations. Sharing memories and variables implies competition between the computation actors, routing graphs are decisive for computation efficiency and buffer managements, making collective decisions, detecting and repairing failures are other critical problems. The domain is known as very difficult, and shows a great variety of situations that precludes standard solutions. For these reasons, it is attractive to define implementation as deriving from known and proved algorithms. Several authors have proposed formalisms allowing to express hypotheses, algorithms[14], programming approaches[15]. A general agreement in the domain is to adopt two methodologies for analysis: • the synchronous model defines the communication links as empty, and local progresses proceeding by phases, based on the exchange of messages with the logical neighbors • the asynchronous model accepts the notion of messages circulating on links, momentarily invisible from nodes. This second way is more realistic, but known to be far more difficult to design algorithms. A reference book is [14]. More simple behaviors only concentrate on data flows computing or data streams[19]. To close this introduction, it is worth to mention another dimension of the problem which is the possible multiplexing of the program graph on the node graph to take into account the progress of algorithms. This implies local or remote decision of the Operating System, with possible swap out of processes. The layout of this paper is as follows. In section II a short presentation of MORPHEUS architecture and execution is given to provide a practical basis to explanations. In section III, a hierarchical coordination language for network of processes, referred as Avel, is presented along with a behavior description language, SyNe. The abstract execution of AvelSyNe programs in the form of Control Data Flow Graph (CDFG) is described in section IV. One step further, in section



V, a possible way to implement the synchronous distributed model on the RSoC described in section II is shown. Some other research efforts that are similar or have partially inspired this work are presented in section VI. We will conclude this paper presenting future research directions along with some conclusions drew from this research effort. II. E XECUTION M ODEL OF A R ECONFIGURABLE S YSTEM - ON -C HIP An interesting target architecture is a reconfigurable Systemon-Chip (RSoC) such as the MORPHEUS platform [1]. This section gives a simplified view of its architecture to describe an accelerator-based execution on an RSoC. The MORPHEUS architecture includes a DMA controller with control lines allowing synchronization between the communications and the computations placed on the accelerators. A. Overview of the Architecture Accelerator-based execution model relies on an embedded processor, three heterogeneous reconfigurable engines (HRE) and a DMA controller performing the data transfers through an interconnect infrastructure [1]. The figure 1 shows the structure of the MORPHEUS SoC. ARM + RTOS
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Fig. 1.



Overview of a reconfigurable system-on-chip structure.



The processor is connected to the HRE interfaces by a bus. A DMA controller performs the data transfers from the main memory to the Data Exchange Buffers (DEB) representing the local memories of the reconfigurable unit. Additionally, the three HREs have the capacity to communicate between them and to initiate data transfers through a Network-on-Chip (NoC). This coupling enables to reach a higher flexibility compared to the state-of-art SoCs that are traditionally based on ASICs. As a result, this architecture provides an innovative tradeoff between the software flexibility and the performances of specialized circuits. The drawback is the difficulty to generate efficient distributed code, with at the horizon the need to proceed using message passing style of programming. B. Principle of the Accelerated-Based Execution From a global point of view the execution of an application on MORPHEUS can be summarized as follow. A given application is executed on the main processor whose main task is to
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run application control thread, and an RTOS managing the SoC resources and HRE reconfiguration. The acceleration of timeconsuming application’s parts is launched on the processor (Molen paradigm) following a software centric approach. The reconfigurations of the HREs are performed by system calls inserted in the program. The different steps of this call are detailed in the figure 2. Application
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data by a HRE. The overlapping of these stages enable a prefetching of the data by the DMA controller minimizing the drawback implied by the memory wall. D. Memory Access and Synchronizations The DMA controller we are considering in this work is able to perform linear addressing in the memory and also complex addressing patterns. The generation of the addresses are based on the interpretation of a queue of communication descriptors specifying a base address, a stride, a count of the elements to transfer, a flag for writing or reading and finally a step number. This latter parameter is used for partitioning the queue in packets of descriptors where each packet represents a cycle of communication. The figure 3 illustrates the structure of a communication queue.
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Fig. 2. Structure of a call to an accelerated function. The arrows on the right line represent synchronous steps grouping communication and process executions.



Before a call to an accelerated function some preparation steps are needed and shown from the left to the right on the figure 2. In step A the high-level sequential thread running on the ARM initiates a system call by triggering a reconfiguration of a targeted HRE. For feeding with data the accelerators, the DMA controller is set up before the activation of the accelerated function in the step B. The accelerator is initialized for execution (step C) and the computation are started (step D). Once the accelerated function is done the execution return back to the high-level thread. In the case of an Avel-SyNe network of processes we consider that a part of the processes are ran on the processor and an other part are placed on the HREs. The communications between these two parts, the placement of the processes on the processing units are performed by the RTOS.
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Fig. 3.



Structure of a communication descriptors queue.



The cycles enable to synchronize the DMA controller and the HRE by ensuring a barrier of synchronization at the end of each cycle. It guarantees that both the data for the next computation and the HRE are ready. Thus, the HRE can proceed and the DMA is allowed to start a new cycle of communication. The section V describes in detail how the synchronizations are performed. III. T OPOLOGY AND B EHAVIORS D ESCRIPTION P ROCESS N ETWORKS
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This section presents the concept and the syntax of the coordination language Avel. Then the way of describing behaviors and the syntax for creating libraries are detailed with an emphasis on the behavioral description language named SyNe.



C. Data transfers The transfers of the data between the main memory and the accelerators is a critical issue in such architecture due to the bottleneck involved by the memory latencies also considered as a memory wall [21]. To cope with this issue the local execution on an accelerator is conceptually divided in three pipelined phases. 1) Fetching the data from the main memory and write it in the accelerator’s DEBs. 2) Computations on the data located in the DEBs. 3) Write-back the results of the computation in the main memory. The stage 1 and 2 are both managed by the DMA controller and the stage 2 corresponds to the consumption/production of



A. The Avel Coordination Language Avel stands for A Very Easy Language and aims at simplifying the composition of processing units by the specification of hierarchical processes viewed as components. This kind of organization abstracts the complexity of system composed of several sub-systems. The Avel framework enables to model distributed applications and then generate a representation of applications in an intermediate format: a Control Data Flow Graph. For a detailed description of the CDFG model the reader can refer to [16]. In later stages the CDFG is taken as input of a simulator for behavioral verification and also of back-end tools such as code generators or synthesizers for targeting hardware.
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An Avel description specifies only the interconnections between the processing units resulting in a network of empty boxes. The basic entity is the process which is considered as a possibly hierarchical component defining a set of input and output ports. Channels establishing a link between two ports perform the communications between processes. Behaviors are contained in external libraries and linked to atomic black-box processes so-called primitive processes. This kind of process represents the leaf of the hierarchical model. The declaration of a primitive process is given by listing 1. 1 Process Name { O u t p u t C o n n e c t i o n s } [ B e h a v i o r ( a r g u m e n t s ) ]



as Smalltalk or C. However only a subset of the language used is available. The main goal is to take advantage of the expressiveness of the syntax and not giving access to unsuited features for this context e.g. allowing side-effects by the use of global variables. Also the computation can be expressed using SyNe language (see section III-C), a behavioral description language that permits automaton composition without sideeffects (dead-locks, shared variables, etc). The behavioral code is encapsulated in a structure similar to the declaration of a function. Behaviors are declared in a separate file and have to respect the format defined in listing 3.



Listing 1. Declaration of a primitive process. The behavior is linked by its 1 B eh av io r n am e ( a r g u m e n t s ) ( i n p u t p o r t s ) ( o u t p u t p o r t s ) name and optional arguments can be passed. 2 ( f o r m a l i s m t y p e ) { ” s o u r c e co d e o r f i l e name ”}



The process name is used as an identifier in the network. To simplify connections between nodes, only output’s destinations are declared. A connection is specified by the names of the destination process and the number of its input port. The order of the connections is important because the position in the list determined the number of the output port used. Behavior is linked to a process by the specification of its name enabling to retrieve it in the corresponding library. If it is necessary arguments can also be passed similarly to a classical function call. For describing hierarchical processes the syntax remains exactly the same except that the behavior is replaced by the description of a sub-network. To manage the input and output ports of a hierarchy only the first encapsulated process is connected to the input and similarly only the last process is connected to the output. That is, the distribution of the input data of a hierarchy and the merging of the outputs of the subnetwork has to be done by specific processes. In order to reuse predefined network of processes and to factorize complex description a process can be declared outside the main process and further reused just by a link to its name. This is done by using alias processes as declared in the listing 2. 1 Process Name ( p r o c e s s n a m e ) { O u t p u t C o n n e c t i o n s } Listing 2.



Declaration of an alias process.



Only the process aliased is specified by its name as well as the output connections of this new process. Obviously alias process shows a great interest for reusing hierarchical processes. An example of topology description is given by listing 6. B. Describing libraries of behaviors The behaviors associated to atomic processes can be specified in different formalisms (e.g. Smalltalk, SyNe), giving the possibility to choose the best way to express the task performed by the set of processes. For example a given network might be dedicated to the control of computing processes according to a specific model of computation e.g. the Synchronous Model, as we will detail in the sequel. The computations can be expressed by an imperative language such



Listing 3.



Declaration of a behavior in a library.



A name is associated to a behavior in order to retrieve it from an Avel description. It also declares the input and output ports which are reused in the behavioral code for sending and receiving values. Currently the formalism types take into account are Smalltalk, SyNe and STEP. SyNe is a specific programming language that is targeted for control operations. The interested reader can find more details about syne in Section III-C. C. SyNe: Behavior Description Language The purpose of this section is to describe the SyNe behavior description language, a language based on the automaton description used in the synchronous network model[14]. This model is used because it is a simple model with a high level of abstraction that is able to describe complex behaviors. Also, some formal verification methods, like invariant assertions, can be used in conjunction with this model in order to validate or invalidate certain assumptions about the system being developed. Another advantage of this language is that it takes out the communication aspect of a process. Thus the behavior programmer can concentrate only on the automaton description leaving the communication aspects to the underlying system. This language can be used to describe, for example, a distributed controller for coordinating processes or distributed debug facilities. 1) Automaton Description Model: This model states that each process is composed formally of the following components: • states, a (not necessarily finite) set of states; • start, a state from states set known as start state; • msg func, a message generation function mapping states states x out-nbrs to elements of M ∪ null, out-nbrs denotes the outgoing neighbors of the node, that is, the links from the node to its neighbors, M is a fixed message alphabet used for the inter-process communication; • trans func , a state transition function mapping states and vectors (indexed by in-nbrs ) of elements of M ∪ null to statesi , in-nbrs represents the incoming neighbors of the node, that is, those links going from the neighbors of
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node to the node itself, M is a fixed message alphabet 1 2 used for the inter-process communication. 3 So basically, each process has a set of states, among which 4 is distinguished a subset of start states. The fact that the set 56 of states need not to be finite is particularly important since it 7 permits to model unbounded data structures such as counters. 8 The message function specifies, for each state and neighbor,109 the message that is going to be sent by the process i to the11 indicated neighbor. The state transition function specifies, for12 each state and collection of incoming messages, the new state13 14 to which the process i is moving. 15 This model has an important characteristic, the composition16 of such automatons led to a deterministic way of evolution at17 18 the network level. Basically from a given set of start states19 associated with the network processes, applying the msg func and trans func, the computations unfold in a unique way. For more details on this model, or on extensions of this 1 model, the interested reader is directed to look in [14]. 1 IP block e x e c u t i o n 2 w hile ( t r u e ){ 3 parallel{ 4 send messages to n eig h b o r s 5 r e c e i v e m e s s a g e s from n e i g h b o r s 6 } 7 MG b l o c k e x e c u t i o n 8 TF b l o c k e x e c u t i o n 9 } Listing 4.



SyNe implementation of LCR algorithm



The execution of a SyNe process starts with the execution of the IP block which initialize the process automaton to the start state. Afterward the process enters a infinite cycle composed of, mainly, 3 tasks: communication with the neighbors, execution of the MG block, execution of the TF block. This three task can, eventually, be executed in pipeline, in order to speed up the system. The execution pattern for a SyNe program is depicted in the Listing 4. 2) Example of process description: In Listing 5 the SyNe implementation of the LCR leader election algorithm[14] is shown. And we can easily see the name of the behavior is Leader, we have the channel left as input and the channel right as output, we expect an integer constant, idIn, as UID. Afterward we can identify the state description part (along with the initializations), the message generation part and the transition part presented in the formal algorithm. The Avel program presented in Listing 6 composes 4 instances of this automaton in a ring structure. IV. C ODE



GENERATION AND SIMULATION



This section details the way programs specified using Avel formalism can be analyzed, tested or compiled to target architectures. Firstly the CDFG model is briefly presented in the next section, and, afterward, a CDFG simulator is presented. We developed a compiler for Avel programs that generate compilable Occam code, but this work is out of the scope of this paper. For the MORPHEUS project a synthesis system was developed being able to generate hardware from CDFG
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L e a d e r ( i n t i d I n ) ( ch an i n t l e f t ) ( ch an i n t r i g h t ) ( SyNe ) { [ declaration ] bool l e a d e r := f a l s e . i n t send . i n t id . [ initialization ] id := idI n . send := id I n . [ messageGeneration ] r i g h t a t : 1 put : send . [ transitionFunction ] | var1 | s e n d := −1. var1 := l e f t a t : 1 . ( v a r 1 ˜ = −1) ifTrue : [ var1 > id if T r u e : [ send := var1 ] . var1 = id if T r u e : [ l e a d e r := t r u e ] ] . } Listing 5.



SyNe implementation of LCR algorithm



#IMPORT L e a d e r Leader Election P r o c1 {Proc2@1} P r o c2 {Proc3@1} P r o c3 {Proc4@1} P r o c4 {Proc1@1} ] Listing 6.



{} [ [ Leader ( 5 ) ] [ Leader ( 1 ) ] [ Leader ( 2 ) ] [ Leader ( 3 ) ]



Avel Ring with 4 Processes executing LCR algorithm



specifications so the CDFG generated from Avel specifications can be translated into hardware components, but that also is out of the scope of this paper. A. CDFG model The CDFG model definition and tools developpement have been initiated thanks to the MORPHEUS Integrated Project. One objective of the project is to produce a consistent, reproducible set of tools allowing to program a complex heterogeneous architecture from high level methodologies, ensuring efficiency of the execution and portability of the created development environments. Algorithms to be mapped on the accelerators and synthesis techniques are based on an intermediate format for Control Data Flow Graph (CDFG). The CDFG representation is obtained from a high level language description of the CDFG using some specific APIs. The supported high level languages are Java, Smalltalk and C++. The CDFG model captures the control, the data flow, and the program structure due to hierarchical nodes. The structure of the algorithm is reflected from conditional statements, loops, function call, etc. Concurrency appears at two levels : application process nodes and a control structure inside the CDFG (ParallelNode). B. Simulation and Code Generation Figure 4 depicts the Avel-SyNe flow producing a compliant CDFG for simulation and code generation. The entry point is the Avel-SyNe description of the processes topology and the basic behaviors available. From this
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Generation of a CDFG from an Avel-SyNe specification.



description an object model is built holding the information about the connectivity of the processes and the behaviors linked to each atomic process. As described in the Avel description the CDFG is used as a common representation for all the behavioral descriptions that can be defined by different syntax. At this stage each behavior is represented by a corresponding unconnected CDFG generated from the textual description. Further, the CDFG builder connects the CDFGs to each other according to the connectivity information specified in the object model. It enables to connect all the channels and as a result to produce a complete graph representing the concurrent system. 1) CDFG Simulation: In order to obtain a running system from an Avel-SyNe description a CDFG simulator is used. The simulation of a concurrent system is based on the interpretation of multi-processes CDFGs by an event-driven simulator. All the processing elements of the CDFGs such as processes, operators, control structures and the communication channels are emulated by corresponding discrete events. The simulation is driven according to the scheduling imposed by the sequencing nodes as well as the dynamic synchronizations performed by the rendez-vous semantic of the communications. As a result, simulating enables a complete execution of the AvelSyNe concurrent system and provides a mean for behavioral verification by the production of chronograms. 2) Software Code Generation: In order to check the AvelSyNe programs for certain properties (dead-lock, etc.) we are generating Occam code which, once compiled with Kroc, will produce a linux executable. V. T HE SYNCHRONOUS
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This section describes an on-going implementation of the synchronous network model on MORPHEUS SoC (see Section II for details).



Communication and buffer transitions between three processes



A. Synchronous Model on SoC: Implementation Principles The application is divided into two networks of processes. The first one is composed of Synchronous Model Controllers (SMC) and the second one of computing processes. Each SMC is associated with a computing process by a signal interface in order to perform synchronizations. The controller fires the computation in function of a local decision determined by the values of its input state vector. This state vector corresponds to the neighbors’ states of a given process as described in the SyNe specification. These values are used to compute a new internal state for each SMC and to generate an output message. B. Communications and synchronizations between processes From a high-level point of view, the communications between the processes are performed through synchronous channels. We proposed here an implementation of such a mechanism based on the use of the Data Exchange Buffers as shared memories for sending and receiving data. Figure 5 depicts the communications between three processes sharing memories. The colored squares represent data send or received by processes. Each group of data is associated to a process (here process and data are placed on the same line) and represents an input states vector. In Figure 5 only one DEB is represented but the states vector elements can be spread between several memories. We assume that a process is aware of the memory locations of its associated data. This knowledge might be set during an initialization phase where information generated by the operating system is written to the DEBs. In order to keep the communications synchronous a global synchronizer is needed to implement barriers of synchronization between the processes. Indeed, the role of this synchronization is to guarantee the consistency of the data and avoids data hazards. Thus, a given process is allowed to read or write its state only after a global synchronization of all the system. As a result all the processes read or write data in the same slot of time at different places avoiding the management of concurrent accesses to shared memory locations. As described in the previous section an application specified by the user is divided into two networks: one for the control and the other one for the computation. Moreover, we consider another part corresponding to the DMA feeding the inputs of the computing processes network with data retrieved from the main memory.
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The synchronizations between the three sets of processes 1 are implemented as a chain of dependencies illustrated by the 23 figure. The DMA reads from the main memory a linked-list of 4 communication descriptors (MMCDs) organized in steps. At 5 the end of each cycle the DMA sends a signal to the processing 67 unit meaning that all the data are transferred in the DEBs (see 8 listing 7).



While ( 1 ) { Wait s i g n a l Send s i g n a l Wait s i g n a l s Send s i g n a l Wait s i g n a l s Send s i g n a l } Listing 9.



( end c y c l e ) from DMA ( ack ) t o DMA ( w r i t i n g done ) from a l l SM C o n t r o l l e r s ( s t a r t ) t o a l l SM C o n t r o l l e r s ( r e a d i n g done ) from a l l SM C o n t r o l l e r s ( s t a r t ) t o a l l t h e SM C o n t r o l l e r s



Global synchronizer behavior



1 While ( 1 ) { 2 F e t c h MMCD 3 Decode MMCD 4 I f ( i d S t e p == 0 ) { 5 Send s i g n a l ( end o f c y c l e ) t o g l o b a l s y n c h r o n i z e r 6 Wait s i g n a l ( ack ) from g l o b a l s y n c h r o n i z e r 7 } 8 Else { 9 Transfer data 10 } 11 } Listing 7.



DMA behavior



The behavior of the DMA is divided into three pipelined stages. We assume that during the wait for the acknowledgment signal from the global synchronizer the pipelined is stalled. The reception of the activation signal by the global synchronizer allows the SM controllers to carry out actions (see listing 8). 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11



Fig. 6.



Synchronization Scenario



VI. R ELATED W ORK



In order to exploit the parallelism and the computational power provided by SoC’s resources, an application is divided into a set of kernels representing the time-consuming functions considered for hardware acceleration. The resulting application is a system of communicating processes executing memory based message passing. For specifying and modeling applicaWhile ( 1 ) { tions targeting the distributed computing resources of the SoC, W r i t e s t a t e i n memory application developers need models and associated languages Send s i g n a l ( w r i t i n g done ) t o g l o b a l s y n c h r o n i z e r providing a high level of abstraction. Wait s i g n a l ( s t a r t ) from g l o b a l s y n c h r o n i z e r Read i n p u t s t a t e v e c t o r One of the most relevant models, considering the SoC Send s i g n a l ( r e a d i n g done ) t o g l o b a l s y n c h r o n i z e r situation, is the Hoare’s CSP Model of Computation (MoC) Wait s i g n a l ( s t a r t ) from g l o b a l s y n c h r o n i z e r [11]. CSP is partially implemented by the Occam language Action Send s i g n a l ( s t a r t ) t o co m p u tin g p r o c e s s with, notably, the original compiler for Transputer networks Wait s i g n a l ( c o m p u t a t i o n done ) from co m p u tin g p r o c e s s [8]. However, Occam might also be used for modeling and } simulate concurrent applications [20]. Similarly to our forListing 8. SM Controller Behavior malism, Occam programs are described as a hierarchical network of processes interconnected by point-to-point (but blocking) communication channels: process synchronizations The first action of a controller is to communicate to its are performed by rendez-vous usable for Lynch’s synchronous neighborhood its internal state. For the first iteration the value model barriers[14]. The Occam programmer has also the written is defined by an initialization stage. As you can see a possibility to express instruction level parallelism with the synchronization barrier is performed after each memory access use of a parallel constructs encapsulating several instructions. by sending and waiting signals from the global synchronizer. This PAR constructor is reproduced in the CDFG’s parallel After the first synchronization barrier the controller reads its node used inside the SyNe descriptions. Unlike Avel, Occam input states vector. Once all the vectors have been read an is not a coordination language, and does not isolate process action is performed which might be a test to know if a given behaviors from the topology description. This point makes process is the network leader or not. After a SCM has finished Occam programs difficult to manage and maintain: manual its local activities a signal is send to its associated computing definition of complex topologies is challenging because it process (see listing 9). implies lot of point-to-point connection between process pairs. The activation signal of the SM Controllers network is Instead Avel is only naming the source of a communication received from the DMA when all the data transfers for a given and make the input implicit. The interconnection of boxes cycle of communication are done. Thus, the SM Controllers linked to behaviors specified externally in the favorite syntax are activated and then start their associated computing pro- of the developer. cesses. The synchronization behavior of a computing process Another way to generate network descriptions in heterogeis simply waiting for a start signal and sending a completion neous frameworks is the graphical interfaces as Virgil proposed signal once the computations are done (see figure 6). by Ptolemy II [9], [2], or alternative textual descriptions
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in XML and Java [13]. Like Avel-SyNe, an object model describing the system entities supports this frameworkd. The components are defined as actors [3] quite similar to the processes in Avel-SyNe. The more original characteristic of Ptolemy is its capability to model heterogeneous applications by a mixture of several MoCs that are, for a major part, actor oriented. MoCs used by Ptolemy include the CSP model and Kahn process networks [12]. The communication semantics in Kahn process network define an asynchronous message passing policy inot currently considered in Avel-SyNe. Streaming applications, as found in multimedia processing, might be considered as domain-oriented networks of processes. Dedicated programming languages such as StreamIt [19] or S-Net [10] provide specific constructions for handling streams and connecting processes. The principle remains the same as described above except the fact that, unlike Stream-It, S-Net is also a coordination language. In the case of StreamIt, filters represent processes implemented by Java classes with a single method defining the computations to perform. The topologies available for both languages are restricted to specific organizations types due to the stream processing specialization. That is, the interfaces of the processes are limited to one input and one output with exceptions for splitting a stream between filters. For example StreamIt encapsulates the filters in a specific hierarchical one that defines the connection of its sub-filters e.g. in a pipeline or split-join structure. These constructions are defined as primitives of the languages, while Avel-SyNe aims to model distributed applications and not only streaming computations. VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE WORK The system level in the programming flow was seen as central in the SCORE project[7]. Today it seems to become even of greater importance due to the apparition of large and heterogeneous platforms. Tools have been implemented to allow the definition of Reconfigurable SoC applications as network of processes. These tools have been checked against an abstract programming level (CDFG), synthesis local behaviors for processors, reconfigurable devices and finally to simulate random networks of sensors. They also address a perhaps more important issue which is modeling of the process collective behavior on large architectures. The Avel organization description is used to define complex process systems, while the SyNe development was motivated by the support of the synchronous communication model in the context of dynamic routing algorithms studies. Both together, they have been demonstrated to enable automatic generation of concurrent Occam programs for solution validation. The benefit of this top-down abstract approach clearly comes from the simplicity of communication expression. To ease the mapping of such approach on current and future reconfigurable platforms, Avel can call Control Data Flow Graph (CDFG) descriptions as produced by other tools in the MORPHEUS project[6], [5]. With the current development, a complete flow for programming heterogeneous systems appears as a stack of process networks calling CDFGs, themselves acting locally on memories
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